
Outcome of Commerce 

 In the modern era, where everything is changing at electronic Pace, 
everything is going to be digitalized and in such a fast moving world, It 
becomes our moral and social responsibility to prepare our students to 
be smart enough to face the challenges of modern technological world.  
To fulfill this goal, we have ‘Commerce Stream’, which tries to impart 
knowledge of trade and commerce to the students and tries to polish 
their personalities. 

 By studying ‘Entrepreneur Development, students come to know about 
art of entrepreneurship, how to establish a new entrepreneur and what 
qualities a entrepreneur must possess to attain success in the market. 

 By ‘Principles of Marketing’, they come to know about new market 
trends, market customs and market traditions  

 Through ‘Principle of Management’, students come to know what 
management really is, what are its functions and what qualities a 
manager must possess to get things done through other people 

 By studying ‘Financial Accounting’, students know about how to keep 
records of a business, how to determine its profit or loss and how to 
assess the position of its assets and liabilities. 

 By studying ‘Business Environment’, students come to know about the 
new business trends, business policies and effect of Govt. Policies on 
business. 

 So by studying commerce, a person can easily make his/her career in the 
field of business, trade industry,  management and marketing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Outcome of Home Science 

We offer Home Science as an elective subject in B.A. Our curriculum includes 
Family Resource Management, Hygiene, Human Physiology, clothing and 
Textiles, Foods and Nutrition, Human Development and Family Studies. Home 
Science is a broad field of knowledge and service concerned with all phases of 
family life. It is a mission oriented field with goals of enabling families to be 
more self sufficient, developing the full potential of all human beings and 
enhancing the quality of life for individuals and families. It provides solutions to 
practical problems of daily life.  

Home science is an ideal subject for helping students in managing human and 
material resources. Home science is related to family living which is a social 
and economic institution. It lays emphasis on acquiring technical skills of living, 
develops a sense of responsibility, self reliance, confidence, desirable habits, 
spirit of civic consciousness, appreciation for the Indian culture and heritage, 
shows ways to supplement family income and bring efficiency to family living. 

Home Science offers excellent opportunities for students to be good 
homemakers, efficient managers, dedicated employees, awakened citizens and 
intelligent consumers. It also deals with life style issues and emphasizes on 
training home based business for self employment, develop skills to resource 
poor households. Home science also gives knowledge about the implications of 
the changing natural environment. It integrates modern scientific knowledge 
with the cultural and spiritual traditions of the past thus making home life, a 
source of happiness and strength for the family. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Outcome of English 

B.A. (English Compulsory) 
English compulsory course in B.A. offers students an opportunity to study 
influential writings of renowned authors of English literature. It provides a 
critical insight into all areas of human experience and equips students with 
knowledge of English as a world language. It provides them knowledge 
essential for a wide range of careers and for advanced studies. It develops 
ability to read test closely and to recognize and appreciate the importance of 
major literary genres. It makes them write clearly, effectively and imaginatively 
and instils in them a passion for literature and language. It also teaches them 
correct articulation of words and recognition of speech sounds. It grounds 
them into nuances of basic grammar and art of composition. 

Specific Outcomes: 

English Compulsory Semester I (Literature and Language I) 

 To critically evaluate appreciate and interpret various kinds prose. 
 To develop critical thinking in students. 
 To enable them to write different types of prose. 
 To ground them in basics of grammar. 

 
 

English Compulsory Semester II (Literature and Language II) 

 Introduces students to genre of short story written by famous authors. 
 It familiarize students with different representatives sample of short 

stories. 
 Provide knowledge of basic grammar. 

 

English Compulsory Semester III (Fragrances) 

 To inculcate ability to critically evaluate, appreciate and interpret poetry. 
 To form an idea about various poetic devices. 
 To enrich the students through various perspectives reading in poetry. 
 To understand and appreciate poetry as a literary art form. 



 To have knowledge of basic grammar. 
 Develops their composition skills. 

 

English Compulsory Semester IV (Snapshots) 

 Students are introduced to an anthology of one act plays by renowned 
authors. 

 Introduces finer nuances of One Act Plays. 
 Students learn phonetics, translation, dialogue writing, email writing, 

resume writing and book review. 
 

English Compulsory Semester V (Kanthapura) 

 Introduces fiction as a genre. 
 Conceptualizes the Genre of Novels and its type viz. Allegorical, 

Epistolary, Picaresque and Psychological. 
 Students is taught language through literature so that language could be 

learnt with entertainment without getting deterred by the technicalities 
of the language. 
 

 English Compulsory Semester VI (The Merchant of Venice). 
 The students are introduced to a Shakespearean pay. 
 They are exposed to fine elements of Shakespearean drama, basics and 

history of drama. 
 They learn to write email, memo, circular, RTI, précis, business and 

official letters. 
 Earn about dramatic devices used in the plays. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Outcome of Economics 
 
Students with B.A. in Economics will be able:- 
 

1. To demonstrate the ability to employ the ‘economic way of thinking’. 
 

2. To understand the structural changes in Economy. 
 

3. To apply the concepts and behavior of demand and supply in 
different market situations both from a viewpoint of consumers and 
Producers. 
 

4. To assess the role of domestic and international institutions and 
norms in shaping economies. 

 

5. To analyze the historical and current events from an economic perspective. 
 

6. To relate the basic economic theory and principles to current Micro-     
economic issues. 

 
7. To recognize the role of ethical values in economic decision. 

 

8. To present an economic argument in quantitative terms. 
 

9. To understand the broader social consequences of economic 
decision making. 
 

10. To understand how different market structure, firm technologies 
and economic and social policies affect market equilibrium and 
welfare outcomes. 
 

11. To identify the causes of Prosperity, growth and economic change 
over time and the mechanism through which these causes operate 
in the economy. 
 

12. To understand how different market structure, firm technologies 
and economic and social policies affect market equilibrium and 
welfare outcomes. 

 
 
 
 
 



Outcome of Political Science 

 
The Political Science undergraduate program was born out of recognition of 
the increasing significance of cross-disciplinary studies in the social sciences. 
The program is organized around the combined perspectives and analytical 
tools of Sociology, Political Science, International Relations and History. The 
Political Science degree furnishes the students with a unique multidisciplinary 
approach in social sciences and prepares them for further academic study 
and/or for careers in the public and the private sector. Students with B.A. in 
Political Science will be able to:- 

 Understand the philosophy of IndianConstitution 
 To identify the causes impact of British colonial rule and Indian National 

movement. 
 Understanding the constitutional institution and their functioning. Indian 

institution such as – parliament, state assemblies, local governmentetc. 
 To appreciate the fundamental rights and duties and directive principles 

of the statepolicy. 
 To understand the nature, methods and significance of politicalthought. 
 To acquire knowledge about modern political thinkers and theirs view 

on statecraft. 
 To inculcate the spirit of ahinsa, satyagraha, through Gandhiideology. 
 To understand the evolution, scope and significance of international 

relations and the rise of sovereign statesystem. 
 To criticize the various ideologies which lead to the destructiveworld. 
 To acquaint with the international organizations and their modules 

nations. 
 To acquaint with the international organizations and their modules 

nations. 
 To critically analyze the idea’s bilateral relations with major power and 

neighboringcountries. 
 To hear about the issues of environment, feminism and worldplace. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

Music (Instrumental) 
 

Music is the sea of seven notes. Music is a very beautiful imagination of 
nature. It’s beginning considered to be of the time of the origin of human 
being. Life can be too short to gain mastery in Music. As far the question 
related to career in Music is concerned, It can be said that today Music 
industry has developed so much that many types of opportunities can be 
gained in this field. After getting the degree of B.A and M.A in Music 
(Instrumental). You can easily get a job of an assistant professor at college 
level. Teacher is considered to be an ideal of career in the field of Music. 
However, a students can make his individual  identity after completion of 
Music course. He/She can open a Music centre for Music classes, by which 
he can earn money. At last, Music is an art, which gives pleasure to our mind 
and heart. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

OUTCOME OF MUSIC (VOCAL) 
 

Music provides an outlet for creativity and self expression. It engages our imaginations and 
allow us to explore our own identities college have an obligation to help each student and 
develop the potential of students. With the help of music it can be possible. 

1. Music appeals to the senses of emotions and the intellect at the same time, 
demanding a complex personal response. 
 

2. Music education assists students in responding sensitively to their environment 
and in developing an awareness of their cultural background. 

 
 

3. A major goal of music to awaken and develop aesthetic sensitively in students 
through direct contact with the elements of music rhythem, melody, harmony, 
form and the expressive control of music dynamics ,timbre and tempo. 
 

4. It is way to understand our cultural heritage and to participate in the making of 
both our present and future culture. 

 
 

5. Musical skills are also helpful for students to become a good citizen who 
contribute to society in a positive way. 

 

***************************************** 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
                                              OUTCOME OF MATHEMATICS 

 
 
        The students will be going to benefitted after reading the subject in the following      
manner: 

 Students will be able to apply mathematical strategies in appliedcontexts. 
 Students will be able to use technology, where appropriate, to assist in problem 

solving. 
 Students will translate problems from across disciplines into mathematical 

models, allowing for the leveraging of sophisticated mathematicaltheory. 
 Students will effectively communicate complex mathematical ideas and carefully 

reasoned arguments both orally and inwriting. 
 Students will learn to read and speak the language ofMathematics. 
 Students will demonstrate the ability to think critically, research andreason. 
 Students will engage in activity directly benefiting the broadercommunity. 
 Students will demonstrate an understanding of the common body of knowledge 

inMathematics. 
 Students will demonstrate the ability to analyze data and grow appropriate 

statisticalconclusion. 
 Students will demonstrate the ability to effectively utilize a variety of teaching 

techniques and classroom strategies to positively influence studentlearning. 
 Students will be able to perform computations in higherMathematics. 
 Students will be able to read and understand middle levelproofs. 
 Students will be able to write and understand basicproofs. 
 Students will be able to develop and maintain problem solvingskills. 
 Students will be able to communicate mathematical ideas withothers. 

 

        

 
 
 
 

  



Public Administration can be applied worldwide to achieve greater access to 
decision-makers, improve efficiency in government, and influence the outcome 
of public issues. Though public administration is now an academic field of 
study, it is also far from a settled discipline.  

Outcome of Public Administration 

Students with Public Administration in B.A. will be able:- 

● To know the origin of Public Administration and know which useful 

terms it has derived from British Rule such as Rule of Law, CAG, Supreme 

Court, Parliamentary Govt. etc. 

● To assess the value of Public Administration from ‘Cradle to grave’. 

● To be aware about the Fundamental Rights and Fundamental Duties 

● To know the meaning and need of the Good Governance in present 

scenario 

● To know the genesis of R.T.I and its demand in developing countries. 

● To know the difference between Nominal and Real Chief Executive in 

India. 

● To know the foundation of Lokpal and Lokaayukt and how effective it is 

to have an eye on corruption. 

● To get the knowledge of the Directive Principles of state Policy which are 

used to be kept in citation while framing laws and policies. 

● To know the role of Pub. Administration in public Policy making, its 

practice and prospects in India. 

● It prepares and guides the students for Public services. 



                                          Outcome of Geography 
 

Geography play an important role in community engagement as 
students will have a general understanding of physical-geographic processes, 
the global distribution of land forms and also the effect of physical-
environment on human population. Not only this but students can improve 
their General-knowledge in various fields as ‘Geography is the detail study of 
Earth as a whole or a part of it. 

Students will be able to analyze the controls, distribution and 
classification of world climate. 

Students will also be able to explain what has occurred in the past as 
well as using geographic principles to understand the present and plan for the 
future as well.  

Students also get knowledge about Geographic Statistical methods. 
In brief, students will demonstrate a proficiency in knowledge of 

essential concepts of Physical and Human Geography as well as Global Human 
and Environmental issues. 

      

 



 

Outcome of Sociology 

Students with Sociology in B.A. will be able. 

 Think Critically about the causes and consequences of social inequality. 

 Design and evaluate empirical sociological research. 

 Explain and apply the major theoretical perspectives in sociology. 

 Communicate orally and in writing about sociological concepts. 

 Use their sociological education outside of the undergraduate 

classroom, particularly in their careers or further education. 

 It prepares and guides the students for Social Services. 





Outcome of History 

History is an interesting and informative subject. History is like an old tradition. 
History has been an important contributor to our civilization and culture. From 
history, man can understand his past and evaluate his human achievements 
and from this a better solution can be found to the problems of the present. 
Because we have reached the present only by following the footprints of the 
past. We are getting solutions of many problems of present and future from 
historical texts of Indian history and will continue to be available.  

               There is a sense of the status of the people living in the society and its 
various stages. History gives us information about the ancient middle and 
present times of any nation or civilization.  With this we get the knowledge of 
building art, political life, social life, religious life, and cultural life of different 
cultures and empires. History is a broad subject, the more we study, the more 
we get into its depth. It is a constant stream.  

               

            Students studying history get to know about the arrival of humans on 
the earth, the changes from the pre-Stone Age to the Neolithic period. Today's 
student is aware of the ancient Indus Valley Civilization of the world, its city 
planning, business, social and religious life and building art worker.  

              The reality is that if history was not the subject then we could never 
have known that we are part of the great Indian culture which has presented 
the best example of science, art, religion and society in ancient times globally. 





      Outcome of Physics

 
 The student will explore the fundamental laws of Modern Physics, 

Electromagnetism, Optics and Mechanics and relate them with the 
contemporary ideas. 

 The student will assess the true nature of things, learn their working and 
demonstrate it through practical models. 

 The student will learn the facts about physics through poster 
presentation. 

 The student will apply the scientific methods by conducting the 
experiments in the well-equipped labs. 

 The student will be able to approach the competitive numerical 
problems in the academic ambience. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

Outcome of Chemistry 

Outcomes of the Course : 3 years degree Course in Chemistry (General) 
Students who opt Chemistry as a subject in B.Sc. (N.M.) come to know the 
basic principles of Physical, Inorganic and Organic Chemistry Through physical 
Chemistry, they learn about the thermodynamics, Hectrochemistry, Chemical 
Kinetics and Quantam Mechanics. Through Inorganic Chemistry, they learn 
about the elements and their properties. Through Organic Chemistry, they 
learn about the Chemical Reactions with their mechanism. They also learn 
various Chemical Formulae and their structures. Through performing practicals 
in Lab, students learn about the precautions which had to taken while 
performing the experiment in Lab. They are able to operate conductometric, 
PH-metric and photometric appratus. Also, able to prepare organic and 
Inorganic compounds in pure form by crystallization, sublimation and 
distillation process. They also learn about Chemical procedures, calculation and 
observation of experimental data. They understand the actual Chemical 
Reaction and processes occurs during experiment. They learn about basic 
procedures like titration, qualitative and quantitative analysis etc. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
                         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



                   Outcome of Computer Science 

 

 Students will attain an ability to apply knowledge of computing and 
Mathematics appropriate to the discipline. 

 Students will attain an ability to analyze a problem, and identify and 
define the computing requirements appropriate to its solution. 

 Students will attain an ability to design, implement, and evaluate a 
computer-based system, process, component, or program to meet 
desired needs. 

 Students will attain an understanding of professional, ethical, legal, 
security and social issues and responsibilities. 

 Students will attain an ability to communicate effectively with a range of 
audiences. 

 Students will attain an ability to analyze the local and global impact of 
computing on individuals, organizations, and society. 

 Students will attain recognition of the need for an ability to engage in 
continuing professional development. 

 Students will attain an ability to use current techniques, skills, and tools 
necessary for computing practice. 

 Students will attain an ability to apply mathematical foundations, 
algorithmic principles, and computer science theory in the modeling 
and design of computer-based systems in a way that demonstrates 
comprehension of the tradeoffs involved in design choices. 

 Students will attain an ability to apply design and development 
principles in the construction of software systems of varying 
complexity. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



   Outcomes of Physical Education 
 

● Graduates will select and create learning experiences that are 
appropriate for curriculum goals, relevant to learners, show evidence of 
sequential learning incorporate modifications for variations in learning 
styles and performance and are based on the principles of effective 
instruction. 

● Graduates will demonstrate competence in movement skills, analyze 
the performance of motor skills (particularly team and individual sports 
activities and dance/rhythms), as well as prepare and teach written 
lesson plans which address student learning of motor skills and analysis 
and assessment of these skills. 

● Graduates will describe and apply physiological and biomechanical 
concepts related to skillful movement, movement patterns, motor 
development and motor learning, biomechanics and development 
readiness to learn. 

● Graduates will plan and adapt instruction for diverse student needs 
including specific accommodations and/or modification for student 
exceptionalities and specialized needs. 

● Graduates will demonstrate knowledge of current technology by 
planning and implementing learning experience that require students 
to appropriately use technology to meet lesson objectives as well as use 
technological applications to facilitate effective assessment and 
evaluation strategies and enhance personal productivity and 
professional practice. 

● Graduates will maintain a health-enhancing level of fitness throughout 
the program as well as be able to collect and analyze personal fitness 
data. 

● Graduates will demonstrate effective communication and pedagogical 
skills, utilize strategies to enhance student engagement and learning, 
and create appropriate managerial rules and routines in order to create 
a safe effective learning environment. 

 

 


